S&F Chair Glenn Gittings attending UPDC Monthly construction meeting on June 8th. Next scheduled meeting July 13th, 2021.

- New Residence Hall 1: Site work is well under way. Concrete work has been completed on the north side. Relocations are underway
- New Residence Hall 2: Excavation and Foundation preparation in full swing;


- Discussed updates from UPDC Meeting from May 11th
  - Phase 2: Belknap FAA Noise Mitigation FAA: Ernst Hall and Baptist Center Completed and Final Walkthrough is on 05/24. Interfaith Center started on 05/03 and expected completion on 05/28
  - New Residence Hall 1: Upper roof complete; lower roofs still to be done pending final brick work; Site improvements are under way; fence about to be removed within the next couple of weeks; Cultural Center - preparations for move into building Honors - preparations for move
  - Denny Crum Hall: Demolition pretty much complete. Site excavation about one week away from getting started; Fence will be going up next week;
  - New Residence Hall 2: Excavation and Foundation preparation in full motion & on time
  - Chemistry Bldg Roof Replacement: Phase 1 completed. Phase 2 is 90% completed, the vendor is working on the metal flashing. Final inspection for Phase 1 & 2 scheduled.
  - Thrust Theater parking lot getting milled and resurfaced this summer

- Discussed the elections for Staff Senate which would allow for the committee to add at least 2 members from those that left over the previous year
- Discussed a new initiative for the committee
  - Will start monthly walks of portions of campus over lunch to look for safety needs improvements and accessibility concerns to highlight
  - Will focus on both inside buildings and exterior of campus
  - Will take sections of each campus each month and will therefore systematically cover the entirety of both campuses
  - This will take a full 12 months to accomplish exploring both Belknap and HSC, then we will reset and start over each year
  - First S&F Campus Check will be June 15!

- Discussed plan to add diversity and inclusion statement to the Committee charter as well as developing annual Diversity and Inclusion goals.
- John commended Grounds for responding quickly by removing the trash and litter outside the old strip mall with Gray’s bookstore property.
- Encouraged everyone to keep eyes out as we all return to campus for things that S&F need to try to address for repair or improvement.

All meetings will have an option of utilizing Teams and all meetings will be recording to be able to send out to those that couldn’t attend.

Staff Senate Services & Facilities Committee Questions fielded from constituents and answers provided from Mark Watkins:

- One question submitted on sidewalk ponding all around Patterson Hall.